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Abstract
In wireless sensor networks, the methods for both data collection and data
transmission to base station are important factors for sensor node energy consumption.
We can transmit the data generated by each node more efficiently using clustering. One of
the clustering methods, self-organization clustering, cannot guarantee homogeneous
head-node selection. We suggest the adjusted-TTC method, which improves the capacity
of the TTC to select a head-node evenly and efficiently in the network field through 2-tier
clustering. Adjusted-TTC prioritizes a head-node at the first stage by removing headnodes that are too close to the other head-nodes in the network field. This improves the
data transmission energy efficiency among sensor nodes by reducing the number of nonreceiving advertisement messages.
Keywords: wireless sensor networks, energy consumption, self-organization, clustering,
2-tier clustering, energy efficiency

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks consist of a large number of sensor nodes that can recognize
the desired information in their environment, analyze and process the data collected,
communicate with each other through wireless channels, and thus form a collaborative
and self-organizing networks [1]. Energy efficiency and balancing mechanisms are key
technologies that warrant close attention in wireless sensor networks [2]. For this reason,
many studies have attempted to minimize the energy consumption of sensor nodes [3-7].
Clustering is a technique that can effectively reduce the energy consumption of sensor
nodes and has been widely used in WSNs. In clustering protocols, nodes are organized
into several clusters according to specific requirements, or metrics, and one of the nodes
in a cluster becomes a head-node. Each non-head-node transmits to the head-node instead
of sending data to the base-station individually. Compared with flat routing protocols in
WSNs, clustering routing protocols have several advantages: such as enhanced scalability,
reduced circuit load, increased robustness and reduced energy consumption [8].
As head-nodes are fixed in conventional clustering, sensor nodes acting as heads are
expected to consume more energy as compared to other sensor nodes due to their longrange transmission of data to the base station. This results in uneven energy consumption
amongst sensor nodes in the network [9].
To solve the problems in conventional clustering, self-organization clustering is
suggested in [10]. In self-organizing clustering, we can avoid the problem of rapid energy
consumption in specific nodes over that of others by selecting head nodes randomly.
For many applications, such as sea exploration, wildlife protection, and traffic
congestion control, mobile sensor nodes need to be deployed in a network. This
mobility causes frequent changes in sensor field topology. Mobility therefore
becomes a critical issue that must be considered in the design of WSNs with mobile
nodes [11]. In MWSNs, it is difficult to adapt self-organization clustering methods
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without some modification. Because the LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy) protocol using self-organization clustering that assumes a sensor field
size of 50m X 50m, it is possible to broadcast the Advertisement Message for
clustering throughout the sensor field. However, the sensor fields in MWSNs are
often larger than those in WSNs. When the sensor field is too large, energy
inefficiency may result when head-nodes broadcast the Advertisement Message over
the sensor field. Limiting the transmission range of the Advertisement Message is a
requirement in this case. Detrimentally, when the transmission range is limited ,
Advertisement Message non-receiving nodes can be generated due to selforganization clustering. That is because sensors elect themselves to be head-nodes
independently in self-organization clustering strategies. The even distribution of headnodes over the entire sensor-network field or even the election of an optimal
percentage of head-nodes cannot be guaranteed in this case.
TTC (Two-Tier Clustering) is proposed in [12] to solve the problem of reduced headnodes efficiency in mobile sensor networks. TTC can reduce the number of non-receiving
nodes, thus resulting in reduced data loss and increased energy efficiency. Existing selforganization clustering protocols achieve clustering in one-step, whereas TTC consists of
a two-step processes. Initially, in order to create clusters in our proposed method, each
node decides whether or not to become a head-node according to a pre-determined
parameter. Each node that has elected itself a head node broadcasts an Advertisement
Message to the other nodes within a radius (R). Non-head-nodes will decide the cluster to
which they will belong after they receive a few Advertisement Messages from various
head-nodes and compare their signal strengths. After each node has selected its cluster, it
must inform the head-node that it will be a member of that cluster. That is the first step in
our clustering method. After a predefined waiting time, the nodes that have not received
any Advertisement Message decide once again whether or not to become a head-node.
The nodes that have become head-nodes reconfigure their clusters as they did in the first
step.
TTC can reduce the number of nodes which do not belong to clusters compared with
existing self-organization clustering protocols for any arbitrary (R). However, this process
still generates head-nodes that are distributed too closely.

Figure 1. Process of Configuring Clusters in an Adjusted-TTC (Step 1)
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In this paper, we suggest adjusted-TTC to improve the even distribution of head-nodes
in a network field as much as possible. Adjusted-TTC removes multiple head-nodes that
are selected in the same cluster, resulting in the even distribution of head-nodes in the
sensor field as well as reducing the number of non-receiving nodes. Adjusted-TTC selects
head-nodes through two steps. After we generate the head-nodes at the first step, we
remove head-nodes that are too close to existing ones. At the second step, we generate the
pre-determined number of head-nodes and additionally create the same number of headnodes as removed at the first step.
Figure 1 show an example where two adjacent head-nodes, A and B, are so close that
they receive Advertisement Messages from each other. When node A has more energy
than node B, it remains as a head-node while node B becomes a normal sensor node. In
the second step of clustering, all the other nodes except head-nodes A, C, D, can
participate in further head-node selection at the second step of clustering.
In adjusted-TTC, Advertisement Messages also report the remaining energy in each
head- node and this message requires extra time for the transmission of a relinquishment
message to nodes that are disqualified from becoming head-nodes. However, this extra
transmission time and resultant energy usage is more than compensated for through a
reduction in the number of nodes that are not included in clusters, shortened data
transmission distances, and a significant increase in overall sensor field efficiency.
The rest of this paper consists of as follows: In Section 2, we explain the operational
process of TTC strategy. In Section 3, we describe the adjusted-TTC. In Section 4, we
analyze the additional number of the head node and calculate threshold for step 2
clustering. In Section 5, we present the results of our simulation in order to evaluate our
adjusted-TTC and other protocols. We conclude our paper in Section 6.

2. Previous Work
In self-organization clustering, if a non-head-node does not receive any Advertisement
Message, it cannot belong to any cluster and therefore cannot successfully transfer its
sensing data through a head-node to the base station.
In existing self-organization clustering protocols, clustering is performed at the set-up
phase: consisting of head-node election, transmission of an Advertisement Message and
the join-cluster decision of non-head-nodes. The basic idea of TTC proposed in [12] is to
perform the set-up phase twice to reduce the number of non-receiving nodes that are
excluded from clusters.
Assume N sensors are distributed randomly in a network field. In TTC, let 𝑝′ as the
rate of head nodes in the first step and 𝑝′′ as the rate of head-nodes in the second step.
The rate, p to be a head-node in the number among N sensor nodes will be:
p= 𝑝′ + 𝑝′′
(1)
For the first step in clustering, each node decides whether or not to become a headnode independently. Each node generates a random number between 0 and 1 and
compares that number to the threshold 𝜃 ′ calculated by a predetermined rate of headnodes and the number of transmission rounds. If the former is smaller than the latter, the
node becomes a head- node.
𝑝′

𝜃 ′ = 1−𝑝′ (𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑 1⁄𝑝′ )

(2)

The nodes that have become head-nodes broadcast an Advertisement Message to
the rest of the nodes within a radius of (R). Each non-head-node decides the cluster
to which it will belong for each round. This decision is based on the signal strength
of the received Advertisement Message. After each node has determined its headnode, it sends that head-node a response message. The nodes which have not
received any Advertisement Message in the first step perform the second step of
clustering.
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𝑁 ′ denotes a set of nodes which have not been included in any clusters at the first step.
𝜃 ′′ is the threshold that the nodes in set 𝑁 ′ use to decide whether or not they will become
head-nodes at the second step. All nodes in set 𝑁 ′ can independently calculate the
threshold 𝜃 ′′ .
To generate 𝑝′′ ∙ 𝑁 head-nodes among the nodes in set 𝑁 ′ , the threshold 𝜃 ′′ is :

𝜃 ′′ =

𝑝′′

(1−𝜃′ )𝜆

(3)

(1 − 𝜃 ′ )𝜆 is the rate of non-receiving nodes after the first step in clustering. Each
non-receiving node from the first step generates a random number and compares it
with the threshold 𝜃 ′′ for the second step. If the generated random value is less than
𝜃 ′′ , then the node becomes a head-node. Elected head-nodes broadcast an
Advertisement Message to the rest of the nodes within a radius of (R). In the second
step, each non-head-node sends a response message to the head-node after it decides
which cluster it will belong to by repeating the same process as in the first step . The
nodes that have received Advertisement Messages from several head-nodes respond
to the head-node that has broadcast the strongest Advertisement Message signal.

3. Adjusted-TTC
TTC could reduce the numbers of non-receiving nodes effectively through a two-tier
head-node decision process. However, either LEACH-Mobile or TTC sometimes cannot
avoid producing more than two head-nodes in the same cluster. Adjusted-TTC could
reduce this problem by eliminating multiple head-nodes selected in the same cluster field
at the first step and then create the same number of head-nodes at the second step to
produce head-nodes evenly throughout the network field. In this chapter, we explain how
adjusted-TTC works.
This is the head-node selection process in adjusted-TTC. All head-nodes that are
selected at the first step send Advertisement Messages to all the other nodes in the same
cluster. At this time, each head-node reports its remaining energy reserve. All head-nodes
that received Advertisement Messages from other head-nodes compare their remaining
energy with the sender’s remaining energy. If its own remaining energy is larger than the
sender’s is, then it remains a head-node. If its own remaining energy is smaller than the
sender’s is, then this head-node sends a relinquishment message to all the nodes to which
it sent an Advertisement Message.
In Figure 2, nodes N3, N4, N7 are selected as head-nodes at the first step. These headnodes send Advertisement Messages to the nodes that are within transmission range. All
the other nodes except node N7 receive an Advertisement Message. Node N3 receives an
Advertisement Message from node N4 and node N4 receives an Advertisement Message
from node N3. Because node N3 and N4 are both head-nodes, they compare their
remaining energy with each other. Therefore, if node N3 has less remaining energy than
node N4, that node N3 sends a relinquishment message to the other nodes, to which it has
previously sent an Advertisement Message, disqualifying itself as a head-node. In Tc-select1,
as all other nodes except node N1 (node N3 was discarded as a head-node) and all other
head-nodes send response messages to each head-node, to which it had previously sent an
Advertisement Message, reporting which head-node they belong to. Node N1, which does
not yet belong to any cluster, participates in the head-node selection process at the second
step of clustering.
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Figure 2. The Signal Sending Process for Making Clustering
In the second step of clustering, we generate a pre-decided number of head-nodes plus
the number of head-nodes discarded at the first step. In the second step of clustering, all
selected head-nodes form their own clusters. This clustering process is same as TTC’s.
It is important to get rid of adjacent head-nodes at the first step because the number of
head- nodes generated by the first step is greater than the number from the second step.

4. Calculating Threshold for Head-Node Selection in Step 2
Our scheme eliminates head-nodes if there are two or more adjacent at the first
step and additionally generates an equivalent number of head-nodes at the second
step. In this chapter, we analyze the number of head-nodes that are removed at the first
step and calculate a threshold for creating head-nodes that should be generated at the
second step.
When R is the radius of a cluster, let 𝜆𝑅 be the average number of nodes in the
cluster, and let 𝜃 be the probability to become a head-node, then the probability of
the number of head-nodes in the cluster is X and this is a binominal probability
distribution expressed as[13]:
𝑋~B(𝜆𝑅 , 𝜃)
(4)
𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) is the probability that 𝑋 = 𝑥.
𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) = (𝜆𝑥𝑅 )𝜃 𝑥 (1 − 𝜃) 𝜆𝑅−𝑥

(5)

If there are more than two head-nodes generated in a cluster, all the other head-nodes
in the cluster have to be disqualified while one remains. The probability of generating
more than two head-nodes is:
𝜆𝑅
P(X ≥ 2) = ∑𝑥=2
𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥)
(6)
When R is the radius of a cluster, we calculate the number of head-nodes that are
disqualified in a cluster as:
𝜆𝑅
𝐻𝑅 = ∑𝑥=2
(𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) × (𝑥 − 1)) (7)
We also calculate the total number 𝐹𝐻𝑅 of disqualified head-nodes by multiplying
number of disqualified head-nodes from expression (7) and the number of clusters.
𝐹𝐻𝑅 = 𝐻𝑅 ∙ 𝑁/𝜆𝑅
(8)
We calculate the rate 𝛼𝑅 for the number of head-nodes to be additionally
generated in the second step of clustering.
𝛼𝑅 = 𝐹𝐻𝑅 ∙ 𝑁/𝜆𝑅
(9)
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We can calculate the threshold ( 𝜃 ′′) for the generation of head-nodes in the second
step by using the rate of head-nodes for the second step (𝑝′′ ) and the rate of additional
head-nodes (𝛼𝑅 ).

𝜃 ′′ =

𝑝′′ +𝛼𝑅

(1−𝜃′ )𝜆𝑅

(10)

𝜃 ′ ) 𝜆𝑅

(1 −
is the rate of non-receiving nodes after the first step of clustering.
Each non-receiving node from the first step generates a random number and
compares it with the threshold 𝜃 ′′ for the second step.

5. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our adjusted-TTC, we simulate LEACH-mobile and
TTC together.
We assume 1000 nodes are scattered randomly over a 1000m X 1000m sensor field.
The total percentage of head-nodes is 5%.
Table 1. Simulation Parameter
Parameter
Number of sensor nodes(N)
Network size(F)
Node deployment mode
Percentage of cluster heads in step 1(𝑝′ )
Percentage of cluster heads in step 2(𝑝′′ )

Value
1000
1000x1000
Random distribution
4%
1%

In LEACH-Mobile, each node calculates a threshold 𝜃 using formula (11) and
generates a random number for the threshold to decide for itself to become a head-node or
not [14].
𝜃=

𝑝
1−𝑝(𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑 1⁄𝑝)

(11)

Then, each self-elected head-node broadcasts an Advertisement Message to the sensor
nodes within its transmission radius. At this time, the nodes that cannot receive the
Advertisement Message will become non-receiving nodes.
In TTC and adjusted-TTC, we suppose the percentage of head-nodes is 4% in the
first step of head-node selection and 1% in the second step in order to generate the
same percentage of head-nodes as in LEACH-Mobile. In adjusted-TTC, the number
of head-nodes additionally generated in the second step is the same as the number of
head-nodes eliminated in the first step.
Figure 3 shows the average number of non-receiving nodes that cannot receive an
Advertisement Message that were generated through simulations using each
clustering strategy.
From the results of this simulation, adjusted-TTC reduces the number of non-receiving
nodes by more than 29% compared with LEACH-Mobile and achieves a 19% reduction
when compared with TTC for a transmission radius of 80m. As the transmission radius
increases, the number of non-receiving nodes is reduced. In adjusted-TTC, when the
transmission radius is 140m, a more than 85% reduction in the number of non-receiving
nodes is achieved compared with LEACH-mobile and a 39% reduction is achieved
compared with TTC.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Number of Non-Receiving Nodes
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Figure 4. Comparison of Distances between Node and Head-Node in TTC
and Adjusted-TTC
Figure 4 shows the sum of the distances between head-nodes and sensor nodes as the
cluster size varies in each method. As the cluster size grows larger, the total distance
between heads-nodes and sensor nodes in adjusted-TTC becomes smaller than in TTC.
Especially when the transmission radius is large, if head-nodes are not distributed
homogeneously then the sum of the head-nodes and sensor nodes becomes too large.
Figure 5 shows the state of dispersion after clustering simulation using adjusted-TTC
when field radius R=90. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the states of dispersion after
clustering simulation using TTC and LEACH-Mobile respectively. This shows that
clustering using adjusted-TTC is more homogeneous than either TTC or LEACH-Mobile.
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Figure 5. Distribution of Head-Nodes in Adjusted-TTC (R=90)
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Figure 6. Distribution of Head-Nodes in TTC (R=90)
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Figure 7. Distribution of Head-Nodes in LEACH-Mobile (R=90)

6. Conclusion
Clustering is an energy efficient method in collecting and transmitting data from sensor
networks. TTC ameliorates the problems of self-organizational clustering with its efficient
clustering.
In this paper, we suggest adjusted-TTC as a preferred method to further improve the
efficiency of TTC. Adjusted-TTC improves the index of dispersion by disqualifying
multiple adjacent head-nodes in the same clustering field at the first step of clustering.
This method results in a shortened distance between each head-node and the surrounding
sensor nodes resulting in increased overall sensor-field energy efficiency.
To verify the improvements realized in adjusted-TTC, we simulate LEACH mobile,
TTC and adjusted-TTC. As a result, the number of non-receiving nodes is reduced in
adjusted-TTC compared with both LEACH-Mobile and TTC. In addition, we calculate
the total distance between head-nodes and sensor nodes for each method. We find the
total distance in adjusted-TTC is significantly shorter than the distances for the other two
methods.
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